
NORTHROP FRYE FIRST ESSAY

FIRST ESSAY: Historical Criticism: Theory of Modes. Fictional Modes: Introduction In the second paragraph of the
Poetics Aristotle speaks of the differences in.

Hamilton outlines in Northrop Frye: Anatomy of his Criticism, Frye's assumption of coherence for literary
criticism carries important implications. For the high mimetic poet is pre-eminently a courtier, a counsellor, a
preacher, a public orator or a master of decorum, and the high mimetic is the period in which the settled
theatre comes into its own as the chief medium of fictional forms. The central episodic theme of the high
mimetic is the theme of cynosure or centripetal gaze, which, whether addressed to mistress, friend, or deity,
seems to have something about it of the court gazing upon its sovereign, the court-room gazing upon the
orator, or the audience gazing upon the actor. The poem of exile, the lay of the Widsith or wayfarer who may
be a wandering minstrel, a rejected lover, or a nomadic satirist, normally contrasts the worlds of memory and
of experience. If superior in degree to other men and to his environment, the hero is the typical hero of
romance, whose actions are marvellous but who is himself identified as a human being. Pathos is a queer
ghoulish emotion, and some failure of expression, real or simulated, seems to be peculiar to it. This 'doctrine'
found its fullest expression in Frye's appropriately named The Great Code, which he described as "a
preliminary investigation of Biblical structure and typology" whose purpose was ultimately to suggest "how
the structure of the Bible, as revealed by its narrative and imagery, was related to the conventions and genres
of Western literature" Words with Power xi. Usually Shakespeare achieves his high mimetic pattern by
making the struggle of the repressive and the desirable societies a struggle between two levels of existence, the
former like our own world or worse, the latter enchanted and idyllic. In French literature it begins and ends
about fifty years earlier. The difference between the ironic tone that we may find in low mimetic or earlier
modes and the ironic structure of the ironic mode itself is not hard to sense in practice. Once we have learned
to distinguish the modes, however, we must then learn to recombine them. It is Romantic in the same sense
that Frye attributed Romanticism to Blake: that is, "in the expanded sense of giving a primary place to
imagination and individual feeling" Stingle 2. Northrop Frye Hall, University of Toronto Taking his cue from
Aristotle , Frye's methodology in defining a conceptual framework begins inductively, "follow[ing] the natural
order and begin[ning] with the primary facts" Anatomy  Most characters alternate according to the dramatic
situation. Frazer and Jung contend that in the development of a myth the central figure or first significance is
the most important factor and many writers have accepted this view. The sea is a common symbol used by
many writers over the years and therefore it is an archetypal symbol. Romance, therefore, is characterized by
the acceptance of pity and fear, which in ordinary life relate to pain, as forms of pleasure. The Essay on Man
does not expound a system of metaphysical optimism founded on the chain of being: As epigrams, as solid,
resonant, centripetal verbal structures, they may apply frye to millions of human situations which have nothing
to do with metaphysical optimism. What about those great tragic Russian novels of the 19th century, written at
a period when the aristocracy seemed at the height of its power? The most popular types of alazon are the
miles gloriosus and the learned crank or obsessed philosopher.


